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Everyone who works deserves a fair wage for all their hours on the job. But about 217,000 
times each year, an employer pays an Ohio worker less than the minimum wage. These 
violations alone cost Ohio workers an estimated $600 million – about $2,800 for each 
affected worker, according to the Economic Policy Institute.1 The Ohio Attorney General’s 
office estimated that more than 900,000 times annually, employers misclassify Ohio workers 
as contractors, when they are really employees.2 This costs the state about $790 million in 
lost unemployment compensation payments, workers’ compensation premiums, and state 
income taxes.  
 
When employers refuse to pay promised wages, pay less than the minimum wage, fail to pay 
for all hours worked, or don’t pay overtime compensation as required by law, it is theft. 
They’ve stolen that worker’s time and their wages. Wage theft also includes other payroll 
fraud, like misclassification or paying workers under the table.  
 
In Ohio, a person who steals $2,800 can be charged with a felony and could spend up to a 
year in prison. Employers found guilty of wage theft usually just pay back a portion of the 
stolen wages – not even the whole amount. Though the law says victims can receive up to 
three times the amount their employer stole, the state focuses on bringing the employer back 
into compliance rather than making the workers whole.  
 
According to the US Department of Labor, 371 Cleveland companies were investigated by the 
agency due to claims of violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) between 2004 and 
2018. Of those, 270 were confirmed to have had at least one wage theft violation—that’s a 
finding rate of 72.8%. Among these companies, there were found to be 6,417 counts of wage 
violations. The FLSA established minimum wage, overtime, and child labor standards.  
 
This figure is likely a severe underestimate. These violations are only those that were claimed 
under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act and brought to the US Department of Labor for 
enforcement. As such, the total does not include any wage theft claims made at the Ohio 
wage and hour bureau or private actions. It also doesn’t include the even greater number of 
wage theft incidents that go unreported every year because workers fear retaliation, or lack 
information or resources to pursue a claim. Still, it paints a worrying picture of just how 

                                                        
1 David Cooper and Teresa Kroeger, “Employers steal billions from workers’ paychecks each year,” Economic Policy Institute, May 
2017, available at https://www.epi.org/publication/employers-steal-billions-from-workers-paychecks-each-year/.  
2 Report of the Ohio Attorney General on Economic Impact of Misclassified Workers for State and Local Governments in Ohio, 
February 2009.  
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widespread wage theft violations are, and the data allows us to pinpoint which industries and 
companies the problem is concentrated in. 
 
Table 1 shows the Cleveland industries with the highest frequencies of wage theft violations. 
The table includes the number of companies in a given industry with at least one confirmed 
FLSA violation from 2004-2018; for context, it also provides the average number of wage 
theft violations per case per industry and the industry’s average weekly wage. As shown in 
the table, one of the most common perpetrators of wage theft was care work: childcare 
centers came in first (32 of these establishments had at least one confirmed wage theft 
violation between 2004 and 2018), home healthcare (11 violations), and nursing homes (5 
violations) also appeared. Coming in second and third place were two sectors of the food 
service industry—full-service restaurants (22 of which were violators) and limited-service/fast 
food restaurants (19 of which were violators); these sectors made up 8.2% and 7.0% of all 
cases, respectively. Several building trades appeared near the top of the list. Other top-
offending industries included temp agencies, gas stations, dentists’ offices, and various health 
care services. 

Table 1 
Cleveland Industries with the Most DOL Confirmed Wage Theft Violations,  

2004-2018 

Rank Industry 
Confirmed 
cases 

Share of 
all cases 

Average 
number of 
violations 
per case 

Average 
weekly 
wage 

1 Child daycare services 32 11.9% 13.3 $405 
2 Full-service restaurants 22 8.2% 19.8 $363 
3 Limited service restaurants/fast food 19 7.0% 16.3 $285 
4 Home health care services 11 4.1% 26.2 $563 

5 
Employment services (e.g. temp 
agencies) 9 3.3% 32.0 $574 

6 Services to buildings and dwellings 7 2.6% 9.7 $567 
7 Gas stations 6 2.2% 3.5 $409 

7 
Support activities for road 
transportation (e.g. towing) 6 2.2% 2.8 $723 

7 
Activities related to credit 
intermediation 6 2.2% 24.8 $1,313  

7 Traveler accommodation 6 2.2% 15.0 $450 
11 Building equipment contractors 5 1.9% 22.8 $1254 
11 Investigation and security services 5 1.9% 79.2 $538 
11 Offices of dentists 5 1.9% 5.6 $943 
11 General medical and surgical hospitals 5 1.9% 9.8 $1,145  
11 Nursing care facilities 5 1.9% 50.4 $599  
16 Other general purpose machinery mfg 4 1.5% 10.8 $1,634 
16 Business support services 4 1.5% 24.5 $745 
16 Automotive repair and maintenance 4 1.1% 19.8 $791 
Source: Policy Matters Ohio from US Department of Labor, Wage and  Hour Compliance Action Data, 2004-2018, 
https://enforcedata.dol.gov/homePage.php. Statewide wages from Quarterly Census of Employment and Wage 4th quarter 2018. 
https://www.bls.gov/cew/downloadable-data-files.htm *Wage data not available due to change in industry coding. 
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Wage theft in a given company is hardly isolated to one employee at one time—it usually 
affects either multiple employees or occurs multiple times. For child daycare centers, there 
were an average of 13.3 FLSA violations per case—in other words, there were (on average) 
more than 13 wage theft violations per offending establishment. For full-service restaurants, 
that number was 19.8.  
 
Finally, Table 1 showcases a key correlation between wage theft and an industry’s average 
weekly wage—the most frequent wage thieves do business in the industries that pay the 
lowest. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the average weekly wage in Ohio during 
the fourth quarter of 2018 was $1006.3 All but one of the top 10 wage-thieving industries 
listed in Table 1 had an average weekly wage that fell below that. In fact, on average, 
employees in the top three offending industries (child daycare centers, full-service 
restaurants, and limited-service/fast food restaurants) didn’t make even half of what the 
average Ohioan did. Thus, the industries with the most companies stealing wages are the 
same industries where employees need those wages the most. 
 
Table 2 ranks Cleveland companies by highest total violations of the FLSA. From 2004-2018, 
the Cleveland company with the greatest number of wage and hour violations was Parking 
Solutions, Inc., with 937 total wage and hour violations. Overall, a total of 6,417 wage and hour 
violations were found in Cleveland from 2004-2018. That’s around 428 violations every year: a 
figure that likely severely understates the true magnitude, since these figures rely on only 
those cases reported to investigators.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
3 https://data.bls.gov/cew/apps/table_maker/v4/table_maker.htm#type=0&year=2018&qtr=3&own=5&ind=10&supp=0 
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Table 2 
Top 20 Wage and Hour violations, Cleveland 

DOL Enforcement data, 2004-2018 
Company Industry Violations 

Parking Solutions, Inc. (PSI) Parking Lots and Garages 937 

Nestle USA All Other Miscellaneous Food Mfg 218 

Royce Securities Services Security Guards and Patrol Services 175 

Paige Food Services Caterers 163 

Marc's & Xpect Discounts Pharmacies and Drug Stores 140 

City of Cleveland Local police protection 119 

Barrios Tacos Full-Service Restaurants 108 

Labor Leaders-Nestle Professional Employer Organizations 106 

US Cable Corporation 
Electrical Contractors and Other Wiring 
Installation Contractors 101 

R-CAP Security, Inc, Security Guards and Patrol Services 99 

Dish One Up Satellite Telecommunications Resellers 97 

Mortgage Zone Mortgage and Loan Brokers 90 

Triad Staffing Temporary Help Services 90 

Protem Homecare LLC Home healthcare 88 

Huntleigh USA Corporation Other Airport Operations 86 

Metropolitan Pool Service 
Personal and Household Goods Repair 
and Maintenance 84 

PH Corporation, Inc. Full-Service Restaurants 83 

Baldwin Manor Nursing Home Inc. Nursing Care Facilities 79 

North Coast Container Corp. Metal Tank (Heavy Gauge) Mfg 77 

Tender Hearts Assisted Caregiving, Inc. Home Health Care Services 76 
Source: US Department of Labor, Wage and Hour Compliance Action Data, 2004-2018. 

 
Tables 1 and 2 show that wage theft (and workforce violations in general) aren’t relegated to 
a few isolated incidents in a few select companies. Instead, they’ve posed a persistent 
problem in a wide variety of Cleveland businesses—as seen, at least 270 were confirmed to 
have stolen wages in the 14-year period investigated, and most of them had more than one 
confirmed incident of the practice. However, a few key Cleveland industries (such as child 
daycare services, full-service restaurants, and limited-service/fast food restaurants) tended to 
have the highest concentrations of companies stealing wages, indicating that regulation 
should be focused on these frequent offenders. Tighter regulations must be enforced in these 
areas—and frequent investigations need to be conducted on these corporations—if 
Cleveland’s working people are to get the wages they’re entitled to. 


